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In October 2021, I visited 
Entretelas: Antonio Martorell y 
sus amigos (Interfaces: Antonio 
Martorell and His Friends) created 
by artist Antonio Martorell and 
collaborators during the forced 
isolation of the COVID-19 
pandemic. Raised in his father’s 
woodworking store and his 
mother’s dry goods store, much 
of Martorell’s work draws on 
wood and fabric to create pieces 
that touch on many of the issues 
affecting Puerto Rico and its 
communities. It reaches for a 
“state of grace” and recovery after 
four years of tragedies – political, 
environmental, geological, and 
viral, from Hurricane Maria to a 
swarm of earthquakes to the onset 
of COVID.

One meaning of the word entretelas 
is ins and outs, and the location 
and design of the show reflect this 
sense of juxtaposition. Ironically, 
the landmark, 19th-century 
military barracks in Old San Juan 
that house the exhibition were 
still under repair from Hurricane 
Maria damage, unintentionally 
(but evocatively) reflecting 
the exhibition’s themes of the 
intersections of socio-political 
history, climate change, and their 
ongoing effects on communities, 
friends, and families. In the first 
gallery, walls painted mustard 
yellow created the perfect 
dramatic backdrop for Entretelas 
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Visiting Puerto Rico,  
Martorell’s Exhibition Grounds

Fig. 1. Retratos pandémicos (Pandemic Portraits) – Retrato de Alejandra 
(Portrait of Alejandra), 2020. In the aftermath of hurricanes, earthquakes, and 
throughout the COVID-19 lockdown, the artist turned to email, texts,  
and cellphone photos to capture the people who he couldn’t see in person, 
creating an “illusion of company” during an isolated time. 
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Fig. 2. El muro mortal (The Mortal Wall), 2020. A colorful curtain of 
funeral wreath ribbons invites viewers in to read messages written on 
gold glitter and walk through to the final section of the exhibition. This 
permeable wall responded not just to people lost but to the U.S. border 
walls and calls for exclusion of immigrants during COVID-19.

Fig. 3. El árbol geneológico/Camafeos (Family Tree/Cameos), 2017–21. 
In the last gallery, painted tree branches collected in the aftermath of 
Hurricane Maria frame a wall of cameo portraits. These black silhouettes 
on wooden disks refer to family – personal, chosen, and global – who are 
struggling through so many adversities.

(Interfaces), a series of large 
portraits of family members and 
historical figures painted onto 
heavy tapestries. Generously 
spaced, these portraits could easily 
be taken in individually. 

Next, the walls changed to dark 
blue and the paintings on tapestries 
chronicled the account of the first 
Puerto Rican tried for murder by a 
military court in ONCE tesis sobre 
un crimen de 1899(ELEVEN Theses 
on a Crime of 1899). Primarily 
black and white, the portraits were 
accompanied by elegantly hand-
painted descriptions. This simple 
but powerful technique created 
a graceful presentation that was 
in tension with the question of 
justice around the trial. Then, 
in the following galleries, small 
installations and assemblages led 

up to more tapestry paintings 
hung on vibrantly painted walls, 
including Retratos pandémicos 
(Pandemic Portraits) (fig. 1).

Last were Martorell’s installation 
of colorful hanging fibers in El 
muro mortal (The Mortal Wall). 
Visitors could walk through the 
fibers (fig. 2), which were actually 
funeral wreath ribbons. Both 
artwork and immersive exhibition 
element, this viscerally confronted 
me with the devastation of recent 
years, and prompted me to 
remember the friends, family, and 
community members who have 
been lost. At the very end, found 
wood and fallen tree branches from 
Hurricane Maria’s devastation 
keep company with silhouetted 
portraits (fig. 3), in a piece titled El 
árbol geneológico/Camafeos (Family 

Tree/Cameos). From the artist’s 
work, to the exhibition site, to 
the choreography of the show, 
Entretelas movingly lives up to  
its name.

Lorie Caval, New York City-
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